Notice
Southwest Power Pool Regional Standard Ballot Registration

Title: Southwest Power Pool (SPP) Automatic Underfrequency Load Shedding

Number: PRC-006-SPP-01

Purpose: To develop, coordinate and document requirements for automatic underfrequency load shedding (UFLS) programs to arrest declining frequency and assist frequency recovery following underfrequency events.

Draft 7 of the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) Automatic Underfrequency Load Shedding regional standard (PRC-006-SPP-01), which was posted on SPP.org today (9/30/2011), is being submitted for vote. The purpose of the standard is to develop, coordinate and document requirements for automatic UFLS programs to arrest declining frequency and assist recovery of frequency following underfrequency events. View Implementation Plan, Comments, Technical Documents, and other related documents.

Any entity or individual that qualifies for at least one of the following voting segments and is registered with SPP as a UFLS Regional Standard ballot body participant may vote on the proposed standard:

1. Transmission
2. Generation
3. Marketer/Broker
4. Distribution/Load Serving Entity
5. End User and Public Interest

Membership in SPP is not a requirement for registration. However, each proposed standard has its own registered ballot body.

Registering for the Ballot Body

Interested parties may register for the SPP UFLS Regional Standard ballot body by completing and submitting an online ballot body registration form. Only one registration per entity or individual is allowed, and an entity or individual may register for only one segment.

The registration window for the SPP UFLS Regional Standard ballot body is 9/30/11-10/14/11 at 5:00 p.m. CST.

Register for the SPP UFLS Regional Standard ballot body

Only entities and individuals who submit a completed online ballot body registration Form by 10/14/11 are eligible to vote.

Voting on SPP UFLS Regional Standard

Voting will be conducted online during the 15-day period 10/15/11-10/29/11. On 10/15/11 a link to the online SPP UFLS Regional Standard Voting Segment Ballot will be emailed to ballot body participants (those who submitted a completed online registration form by 10/14/11).
Ballot body participants must complete and submit their online voting ballot no later than 10/29/11 at 5:00 p.m. CST.

For additional information regarding SPP’s regional standard registration and voting procedures, please see the SPP Regional Entity Standards Development Process Manual.

Questions regarding the SPP UFLS Regional Standard should be directed to SPP Manager of Interregional Coordination David Kelley (501-688-1671). Questions regarding ballot body registration and/or voting should be directed to SPP RE Manager of Finance and Process Improvement Alice Wright (501-688-1773).

Your interest and participation in the SPP standard development process is both valued and appreciated.

Regards,
Alice Wright
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NOTICE:
This e-mail and any of its attachments may contain SPP Regional Entity or NERC proprietary information that is privileged, confidential, or subject to copyright belonging to SPP Regional Entity or NERC. This e-mail is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying, or action taken in relation to the contents of and attachments to this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and permanently delete the original and any copy of this e-mail.